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Homomorphic signatures for Network Coding

Melek Önen, Refik Molva, Abdullatif Shikfa

Abstract

Network coding allows intermediate nodes to mix data in order to achieve
higher throughput and better reliability. Hence, nodes combine multiple
packets into a single packet before forwarding it. Such scheme needs effi-
cient authentication and integrity mechanisms in order to prevent pollution
attacks whereby an attacker injects bogus messages into thesystem instead
of network coded blocks. Such an attack has the potential impact of infect-
ing all subsequent message exchanges between nodes that received polluted
messages. In this paper, we proposeSigNCode, a new integrity mechanism
based on homomorphic operations allowing an on-the-fly verification of the
integrity of a network coded packet and therefore preventing pollution at-
tacks. Thanks to this new mechanism, any intermediate node is capable of
constructing a correct signature for a linear combination of messages orig-
inating from the source. The proposed mechanism is based on the use of
bilinear pairings and relies on a single communication channel. In order to
evaluate the security of our signature scheme we also developed a new se-
curity definition and a proof model that encompass the extended integrity
notion underlying network coding. This definition and the model help dis-
tinguish some legitimate forgery such as linear combinations of original data
blocks from pure forgery such as injection of bogus data.





1 Introduction

Network coding is a fundamental concept that recently fostered new research
in peer-to-peer or ad hoc networking. As introduced by the seminal paper [1] by
Ahlswede et al, the core notion of network coding is to mix data at intermedi-
ate nodes in order to achieve higher throughput and better reliability to errors and
data corruption. The network coding operation performed byeach node consists in
forwarding a linear combination of input messages to neighboring nodes. The ele-
gance and performance advantages of network coding on the other hand come with
a high price that is due to the sensitivity of the basic network coding mechanism
to the injection of bogus combinations by malicious nodes through the so called
pollution attacks. Due to the strong diffusion effect of network coding, an attacker
that forwards bogus messages instead of well-formed combinations of authentic
inputs can quickly jeopardize the operation of network coding in large portions of
the network by preventing legitimate nodes from retrievingmessages transmitted
by the source.

One naturally seeks a solution to prevent such attacks in thearea of data in-
tegrity mechanisms. Ideally, a typical data integrity solution would allow each
node to tell apart legitimate messages resulting from network coding from bogus
data injected by a pollution attack. The basic principle of classical data integrity
consists in transmitting a redundant piece of information called integrity check
value along with each data fragment or packet and allowing each recipient to com-
pare the integrity check value with the result of some integrity verification function
computed over the packet. These mechanisms thus allow recipients to detect if
a message has been transmitted end-to-end without any modification or tamper-
ing by intruders or random errors. The underpinnings of classical data integrity
mechanisms thus are digital signatures that allow legitimate source and recipient to
respectively compute and verify the integrity check value as a short representative
of each message while preventing an intruder from computingit.

In case of network coding, the first shortcoming of classicalintegrity tech-
niques is due to the fact that by the very definition of networkcoding the messages
are to be modified by legitimate linear combination operations. Network coding
thus calls for a new concept of integrity whereby some modifications of messages
that are conformant with network coding principles should be authorized whereas
other modifications such as malicious tampering or injection of garbage that aim at
jeopardizing network coding should be prevented.

The core question of data integrity with network coding is thus the design of
signatures that are compatible with the network coding operation and that are also
called homomorphic signatures. Using such functions legitimate nodes would be
able to compute an integrity check value for a linear combination of two or several
inputs using the individual integrity check values of each input. However, by their
very definition, homomorphic signature schemes would not satisfy the security
against existential forgery requirement because their main goal is to authorize a
third node to compute valid signatures without knowing the secret key. Therefore,
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homomorphic signatures require a new definition of securitywhereby some types
of forgeries are authorized whereas all others are unauthorized. In the context of
network coding, authorized forgeries consist of any linearcombination of original
blocks generated by the source: an adversary should not be able to compute a
valid signature of a bogus message that is not a correctly computed combination of
original blocks.

In this paper, we define a new security model for homomorphic signatures
in the context of network coding and further suggest a data integrity mechanism
which is an extension of an identity-based signature technique. Unlike some re-
cent proposal, our scheme is very efficient in terms of bandwidth utilization in that
it does not require the distribution of integrity check values for each original data
block. Our scheme does not require prior distribution of secrets to networks nodes
either. The scheme is implemented by a protocol calledSigNCode that allows
any party to verify that an input message is a valid combination of two or several
legitimate combinations of original data blocks only basedon the ID of the source
and the value of a check value that is transmitted along with the input message.
SigNCode also allows each party to compute a valid signature for any combina-
tion of two or several valid inputs based on the inputs, the IDof the source and the
check value that is transmitted along with each input.

The main features of our approach are:

• an extended notion of integrity suited to network coding whereby any linear
combination of authentic data blocks are deemed legitimate;

• a data integrity mechanism that achieves the extended integrity notion with-
out direct feedback from the source.

In order to evaluate the security of the signature scheme we also developed
a proof model that encompass the extended integrity notion.This definition and
the model help distinguish some legitimate forgery such as linear combinations of
original data blocks from pure forgery such as injection of bogus data.

2 Problem Statement

2.1 Network coding

Network coding allows intermediate nodes to mix the information in packets
before forwarding them. For such mechanisms, the network ismodeled as a di-
rected graphG = (V, E) whereV is the set of nodes andE is the set of edges
between these nodes. When a sourceS ∈ V wishes to send a fileF to a setT ⊆ V
of vertices,F is subdivided inton blocks such asF = b1|b2|..|bn. The source com-
putes a different linear combination of the blocks for each following intermediate
node and sends the result of this linear combination with thevector of coefficients.
Each intermediate nodeNi ∈ V receiving packets from several nodes, computes a
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Figure 1: Network coding: Example

linear combination of the received values and obtains a new linear combination of
initial blocks as follows:

yi =
∑

1≤j≤n

αi,jbj

yi is sent to the next edge with the vector< αi,1, αi,2, .., αi,n >.
In order to illustrate this mechanism, we define a network with seven nodes

represented in figure 2.1. In this particular network, the source nodeS wishes to
send a fileF = b1|b2 to nodesN5 andN6 and thus sendsb1 to N1 andb2 to node
N2. In this particular network, nodeN3 performs a simple linear combination
whereby the coefficients corresponding to original blocks are < 1, 1 >. Thanks
to this operation, nodesN5 andN6 are able to perform the decoding operation in
order to retrieveb1 andb2.

2.2 Structure of a network coded message

Consider a source nodeS that wishes to send a fileF . F is first subdivided into
n blocks such asF = b1|b2|..|bn where| denotes the concatenation. Then, each
block is subdivided intok sub-blocks such asbl = (bl,1, .., bl,k). Therefore,F can
be represented by the following matrix:













b1,1 .. b1,k

. . .

. . .

. . .
bn,1 ... bn,k













A network coded message is defined as a vector regrouping bothcoefficients
that are used in the computation of the linear combination oforiginal block andk
sub-blocks. We thus have the following representation:

mi = (αi,1, .., αi,n,mi,1, ..,mi,k)

where
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mi,j = αi,1b1,j + .. + αi,nbn,j

with 1 ≤ j ≤ k.
Let m1 andm2 be two network coded messages defined as follows:

m1 = (α1,1, .., α1,n,m1,1, ..,m1,k)

m2 = (α2,1, .., α2,n,m2,1, ..,m2,k)

The result of a linear combination of these two network codedmessages with
coefficientsβ1 andβ2 is a new messagem3 defined as follows:

m3 = (α3,1, .., α3,n,m3,1, ..,m3,k)

for eachi andj such that1 ≤ i ≤ n and1 ≤ j ≤ k, α3,i andm3,j are defined
as follows:

α3,i = β1α1,i + β2α2,i

m3,j = β1m1,j + β2m2,j

2.3 Pollution attacks

Network coding has been theoretically proved to maximize network through-
put [1–3] and recent implementations demonstrate its practical benefits [4]. How-
ever, new security issues appear with network coding. Indeed, in the case where
some malicious node injects a single bogus packet, all the information turns out to
be contaminated and therefore receiving nodes end up with anincorrect decoding
operation. Because any message can be defined as a linear combination of original
blocks, a bogus network coded message if there is no concordance between the
coefficients and the result of the linear combination (the message sub-blocks).

Consider again the previously defined fileF = b1|..|bn. Let m′
3 defined as

follows:

m′
3 = (α′

3,1, .., α
′
3,n,m′

3,1, ..,m
′
3,k)

m′
3 is defined as bogus when at least one subblock is not the resultof a linear

combination using the coefficients{α3,i}, that is when for at least onej such that
1 ≤ j ≤ k we have :

m′
3,j 6= α′

3,1b
′
1,j + .. + α′

3,nbn,j

Such an attack has the potential impact of infecting subsequent message ex-
changes between nodes that received polluted messages. In the example illustrated
in figure 2.3, when an attacker injects a bogus messagem′, this message would
impact the incorrect decoding operation by all receivers.
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Figure 2: Pollution attacks against network coding

Since intermediate nodes do not have knowledge of original blocks, they can-
not verify the correctness of received network coded blocks. Therefore, network
coding mechanisms need efficient authentication and integrity mechanisms in or-
der to prevent such pollution attacks. Indeed, before encoding received packets,
a node should first verify the integrity of incoming packets and the concordance
between coefficients and message blocks. The use of cryptographic signatures is
a solution to provide integrity. However, each packet should be authenticated by
the source itself because intermediate nodes can be malicious and only the source
is trusted. In this case, since packets are inherently modified at each intermediate
node, the integrity code resulting from linear combinations originating from the
source should also take into account such modification.

Therefore, integrity mechanisms dedicated to network coding applications should
be based on homomorphic operations. Thanks to this property, any intermediate
node would be able to construct a correct signature over bothcoefficients and mes-
sage blocks for a new linear combination of messages originating from the source
without having access to the source’s private key.

However, homomorphism inherently does not satisfy security against existen-
tial forgery requirement. Therefore, in the next section, we formally define a new
security model for homomorphic signatures dedicated to network coding applica-
tions.

3 Homomorphic Signatures for Network Coding

3.1 Definition

A homomorphism is defined as a mapφ : X → Y such that:

φ(x · y) = φ(x) ◦ φ(y)

where· and◦ respectively are the operations inX andY .
Therefore, given two network coded messagesm1 andm2 and their respective

signaturesσ1 andσ2, σ is homomorphic if it is easy to compute the signatureσ3 of
a new network coded messagem3. Indeed, ifm3 is defined asm3 = β1m1+β2m2

then, its signatureσ3 can be computed in a similar way, that is:σ3 = β1σ1 +β2σ2.
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3.2 Security with Homomorphic signatures for network coding

The standard notion of security against existential forgeries is too strong for
homomorphic signatures: no homomorphic signature scheme could even satisfy it,
because given two signatures on messagesm1, m2 one can generate a signature on
the new messagem3 = m1 + m2 without asking the signer for a signature onm3

explicitly.
We therefore need a new definition of security. Authors in [5]define the secu-

rity of homomorphic signature as follows:

Definition 1 We say that a homomorphic signature scheme Sig is(t, q, ǫ)-secure
against existential forgeries with respect to⊕ if every adversaryA making at most
q chosen-message queries and running in time at mostt has advantageAdvA ≤ ǫ.
The advantage of an adversaryA is defined as the probability that, after queries
on the messagesx1, .., xq, A outputs a valid signature< x′, y′ > on some message
x′ /∈ span⊕(x1., .., xq).

In this definition, some types of forgeries are authorized whereas all others are
unauthorized. Authorized forgeries consist of combinations of legitimate messages
under the homomorphic operation⊕ to result in another legitimate message. All
other types of forgeries are deemed unauthorized.

In the context of network coded messages, authorized forgeries consist of any
linear combination of original blocks generated by the source. Hence, an adversary
should not be able to compute a valid signature of a bogus network coded message
including both coefficients and message blocksm′

3 = (α′
3,1, .., α

′
3,n,m′

3,1, ..,m
′
3,k)

if there exists at least onej such that1 ≤ j ≤ k andm′
3,j 6= α′

3,1b
′
1,j +..+α′

3,nb′n,j.
Furthermore, since authorized forgeries are limited to thespan space of signa-

tures of network coded blocks, signature keys should also depend on these blocks.
If a source wishes to distribute two different files that are defined in two different
span spaces, one attacker can succeed to find a signature of a bogus network coded
message that is a correct one for the second distribution. Inorder to avoid such
attacks, homomorphic signatures for network coded messages should be based on
the use of one-time signature keys. Each time a source wishesto distribute a dif-
ferent file that is a set of different blocks, then a new signature key should also be
generated. Hence, in addition to the identity, signature keys should also depend on
the files.

4 SigNCode

We now describe a homomorphic signature scheme that detectspollution at-
tacks in the context of network coding as defined previously.
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4.1 Preliminaries

The proposed scheme is based on elliptic curve cryptography. Therefore, we
first define the useful security primitives. Consider an additive cyclic groupG1 of
prime orderq and a cyclic multiplicative groupG2. Let ê : G1 × G1 → G2 be a
map which satisfies the following properties:

• bilinear: for all P,Q ∈ G1 and alla, b ∈ Z, ê(aP, bQ) = ê(P,Q)ab

• non-degenerateThe map does not send all pairs fromG1×G1 to the identity
in G2.

• computablethere is an efficient algorithm to computeê(P,Q) for anyP,Q ∈
G1.

Such bilinear maps are considered as admissible bilinear maps and can be ob-
tained by the Weil or Tate pairing [6] over supersingular elliptic curves or abelian
varieties.

The security of encryption or integrity schemes that are based on bilinear maps
relies on the hardness of the following problems.

Let G1 be a cyclic group of prime orderq andP a generator ofG1.

• The Decisional Diffie-Hellman Problem (DDH) inG1 is to distinguish be-
tween the distributions< P, aP, bP, abP > and< P, aP, bP, cP > where
a, b, c are random inZq

• The Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem (CDH) inG1 is to computeabP
given< P, aP, bP >

A gap Diffie-Hellman group (GDH) is defined as a group where theDDH
problem is efficiently solved and where there exists no algorithm which can solve
the CDH problem with non-negligible probability within polynomial time. Our
scheme relies on such groups.

Bilinear maps inherently provide homomorphism thanks to their property of
bilinearity. Indeed, letQ1, Q2 andP1, P2 be four elements of an additive cyclic
groupG1 andα1 andα2 two scalar coefficients. We have the following property:

ê(α1Q1 + α2Q2, P ) = ê(Q1, P )α1 ê(Q2, P )α2

ê(Q1, α1P1 + α2P2) = ê(Q1, P1)
α1 ê(Q1, P2)

α2

4.2 SigNCode Description

We propose a new homomorphic integrity mechanism based on bilinear pair-
ings allowing an on-the-fly verification of the integrity of anetwork coded packet
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in order to prevent pollution attacks. Thanks to this new mechanism any interme-
diate node is capable of constructing a correct signature for a linear combination of
messages originating from the source. This scheme is based on a signature scheme
proposed in [7], but this existing scheme is modified and adapted to network coding
mechanisms.

SigNCode is ID-based and therefore there is no need for a preliminary phase
of key distribution. Identities are public and thus public keys that are used for
signature verification can be derived from the identity of the source and a file id.
Moreover, in order not to let an adversary to use signatures of previous instances
originating from other files in order to compute new signatures, SigNCode are
based on one-time signatures: a different set of keys is defined for each different
file.

The proposed scheme consists of four algorithms:Setup, Extract, Signand
Verify. In order to describe these algorithms we first remind that a network coded
messagemi regrouping both coefficients and subblocks is represented as follows:

mi = (αi,1, ..., αi,n,mi,1, ..,mi,k)

• Setup: Given a GDH groupG and its generatorP , pick a randoms and set
Ppub = sP . Let F : Zq × G → Zq be a linear function andH : {0, 1}∗ →
G∗ be a hash function. The system parameters are(P,Ppub, F,H). The
master key iss.

• Extract : This algorithm deals with secret generation. As previously ex-
plained, signature keys strongly depend on both identitiesand the file. There-
fore, given an identityID and a fileFi represented as described previously,
the algorithm first defines a subblock identityBIDi,j for each element of
the vector including coefficients corresponding to a network-coded mes-
sage. These subblock identities are unique and cannot be reused for another
file distribution. Then, the algorithm computesQj = H(ID|BIDi,j) for
eachj such that1 ≤ j ≤ n + k andDj = sQj. The algorithm outputs
{Dj}1≤j≤n+k} as the set of private keys corresponding to identityID and
messagemi.

• Sign: Given identityID and messagemi, the algorithm first generates a
random numberri ∈ Zq and then computes the signatureσi = (Ui, Vi) such
that:



























Ui = ri

n+k
∑

j=1

Qj

Vi = ri

n+k
∑

j=1

Dj +
n

∑

j=1

αi,jDj +
k

∑

j=1

mi,jDn+j + fi

n+k
∑

j=1

Dj
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wherefi = F (
k

∑

j=1

mi,j, Ui).

• Verify : For a given messagemi = (αi,1, .., αi,n,mi,1, ..,mi,k) , identityID
and a signaturẽσi = (Ũi, Ṽi), σ̃i is valid if

ê(Ṽi, P ) = ê(Ũi +
n

∑

j=1

αi,jQj +
k

∑

j=1

mi,jQn+j + fi

n+k
∑

j=1

Qj, Ppub)

wherefi = F (

k
∑

j=1

mi,j, Ui).

4.3 Homomorphism with SigNCode

In this section, we show that the proposed scheme provides homomorphism.
Let two network coded messagesm1 andm2 be defined as follows:

m1 = (α1,1, .., α1,n,m1,1, ..,m1,k)

m2 = (α2,1, .., α2,n,m2,1, ..,m2,k)

Given{β1, β2} ∈ Zq, we define a new network coded messagem3 as the result
of a linear combination of the previous two messages with these coefficients. We
thus have:

α3,i = β1α1,i + β2α2,i

m3,j = β1m1,j + β2m2,j

where1 ≤ i ≤ n and1 ≤ j ≤ k.
SinceF is a linear function we havef3 = β1f1 + β2f2.
Now, let σ1 = (U1, V1) andσ2 = (U2, V2) the signatures respectively corre-

sponding tom1 andm2 resulting fromSigNCode given an identityID. We thus
have:



























U1 = r1

n+k
∑

j=1

Qj

V1 = r1

n+k
∑

j=1

Dj +
n

∑

j=1

α1,jDj +
k

∑

j=1

m1,jDn+j + f1

n+k
∑

j=1

Dj
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U2 = r2

n+k
∑

j=1

Qj

V2 = r2

n+k
∑

j=1

Dj +
n

∑

j=1

α2,jDj +
k

∑

j=1

m2,jDn+j + f2

n+k
∑

j=1

Dj

wheref1 andf2 are defined as:

f1 = F (

k
∑

j=1

m1,j, U1)

f2 = F (

k
∑

j=1

m2,j, U2)

The signatureσ3 corresponding tom3 would have been computed by the source
as follows:

• r3 is defined asr3 = β1r1 + β2r2;

• U3 = r3

n+k
∑

j=1

Qj = (β1r1 + β2r2)

n+k
∑

j=1

Qj ;

• f3 = F (

k
∑

j=1

m3,j, U3);

• V3 = r3

n+k
∑

j=1

Dj +
n

∑

j=1

α3,jDj +
k

∑

j=1

m3,jDn+j + f3

n+k
∑

j=1

Dj

Any other intermediate node can compute this signature by only usingU1, U2,
f1, andf2 as follows:











U3 = β1U1 + β2U2

f3 = β1f1 + β2f2

V3 = β1V1 + β2V2

Consequently, from existing correctly signed messages, any node can compute
new signatures for messages that are the result of any linearcombination without
the knowledge of private keys.

5 Security Analysis

5.1 Security Model for SigNCode

In the security definition forSigNCode, authorized forgeries consist of any
linear combination of original blocks generated by the source. Based on this exten-
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sion of the concept of existential forgery in the context of homomorphic functions,
we came up with a new security model that is defined as follows:

Definition 2 SigNCode is said to be existentially unforgeable if no probabilistic
polynomial time adversary has a non-negligible advantage in the following game:

1. Setup: The challenger runs the algorithmSetup of SigNCode and obtains
both the public parameters and the master secret. The adversary is given
these public parameters but the master secret is kept by the challenger.

2. Queries: The adversary adaptively makes a number of different queries to
the challenger. Each query can be one of the following.

• Extract query: the adversary can ask for the private key of any identity
ID and messagem. The challenger responds by running the algorithm
Extract of SigNCode and forwards private keys{Dj}1≤j≤n+k to the
adversary.

• Sign query: the adversary can ask for the signature of any identity ID
on any messagem. The challenger responds by first runningExtract
for (ID,M) to obtain private keys{Dj}1≤j≤n+k , and then running
Sign to obtain a signature, which is forwarded to the adversary.

• Other queries: the adversary can ask the result ofF or H on respec-
tively a tuple(M,U) or a messagem.

3. Forgery: The adversary outputs(ID∗,M∗, f∗, r∗, U∗, V ∗). The adversary
succeeds if the following hold true:

(a) ID∗ does not appear in any of theExtract queries;

(b) M∗ is not the result of a linear combination of any set of messages that
appear in the different queries;

(c) U∗ = r∗
n+k
∑

j=1

Q∗
j ;

(d) f∗ = F (
k

∑

j=1

m∗
,j, U

∗);

(e) and finally:

ê(V ∗, P ) = ê(U∗ +
n

∑

j=1

α∗
jQ

∗
j +

k
∑

j=1

m∗
jQ

∗
n+j + f∗

n+k
∑

j=1

Q∗
j , Ppub)
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5.2 Reductionist security proof

We should insist in the fact that keys are used only once!!!!
Now that the security model for our particular scheme is defined, we associate

SigNCode to the Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem which is assumed to
be hard and the security proof consists in showing that if an adversary can break
SigNCode then one can efficiently solve CDHP. This approach is referred to as
the provable security paradigm.

Therefore, in this section, we provide the proof of the following theorem:

Theorem 1 If there exist an adversaryA that has an advantageǫ in forging our
scheme in an attack modeled by the game that is previously described when running
in a time t and askingqH queries to random oraclesH, qE queries to the key
extraction oracle andqS queries to the signature oracle, then the CDH problem
can be solved with an advantageǫ′ > (1 − 1

qE
)ǫ and within timet′ < t + ((n +

k)qH + (n + k)qE + nqF (n + k + 3)qS)tm wheretm denotes the time to compute
a scalar multiplication inG1.

Proof 1 A challengerC is givenaP , bP and tries to computeabP by simulating all
possible oracles for the adversaryA. After receivingaP andbP , the challengerC
setsPpub = aP and the adversaryA can proceed to different queries at all phases
of the proposed scheme.

Queries: C simulates all oracles and responds to each type of query as follows:

• H queries: when an identity ID and a messagem is submitted to theH
oracle, the challengerC flips a coinc ∈ {0, 1} wherePr[c = 0] = 1

qE

and
picksxj ∈ Zq for each1 ≤ j ≤ n + k. Then,C returns the following:

– {xjP}1≤j≤n+k if c = 0;

– {xjbP}1≤j≤n+k if c = 1;

In both cases,C inserts a tuple< ID,m, {xj}1≤j≤n+k, c > in a list List1
to keep track of the way it answered the query.

• Key extraction queries: whenA requests the private key associated to an
identity and a messagem, C recovers the corresponding< ID,m, {xj}1≤j≤n+k, c >
from List1. We assume that for any key extraction query or signature query
involving an identity, aH oracle query was previously issued for the same
identity and message.

– if c = 1, C outputs “failure” and halts because it is unable to coher-
ently answer the query;

– if c = 0, C outputs{Dj = xjPpub}1≤j≤n+k

12



• F queries: C keeps a listList2 for such queries. When a tuple(M,U) is
submitted to theF oracle, C first scans the listList2 to check whetherF
was already defined for that input. If it was, the previously defined value is
returned. If it is the result of linear combinations of previous values than
C returns the result of the corresponding linear combination. Otherwise,
C picks a randomf ∈ Zq, stores the tuple(M,U, f) in the list List2 and
returnsf to A;

• Signature queries: C keeps a third listList3 for such queries. WhenA
queries the signature oracle on a messageM for an identity ID, C first
recovers the previously defined{Qj}1≤j≤n+k from List1. C looks atList2
if f is already defined. Iff is already defined, thenC outputs “failure” and
halts because it is unable to coherently answer the query. Ifit is not the case,
thenC checksList3 and verifies ifM is not a linear combination of existing
queries. Otherwise, it picks a newf ∈ Zq and inserts the corresponding
tuple in List2. Then, ifm is a linear combination of existing queries,C
returns the result of the same linear combination onU values andV values.
In all other cases,C pickst ∈ Z∗

q and sets:

– V = tPpub;

– U = tP −

n
∑

j=1

αjQj −

k
∑

j=1

mjQn+j − f

n+k
∑

j=1

Qj;

The pair(U, V ), is returned toA and appears as a valid signature from the
latter’s point of view since the verification is correct:

ê(V, P ) = ê(U +
n

∑

j=1

αjQj +
k

∑

j=1

mjQn+j + f
n+k
∑

j=1

Qj , Ppub)

C stores the tuple< ID,m, t, U, V, f > in List3.

Solving CDHP: WhenC receives the valid tuple(ID∗,M∗, f∗, r∗, U∗, V ∗)
from the adversaryA, it recoversabP as follows:

• Ppub = aP ;

• recover{Q∗
j , x

∗
j}1≤j≤n+k} corresponding toID∗; if c∗ = 0 thenC halts

and outputs failure. Otherwise,C proceeds to the computation phase;

• C computesU∗ +

n
∑

j=1

α∗
jQ

∗
j +

k
∑

j=1

m∗
jQ

∗
n+j + f∗

n+k
∑

j=1

Q∗
j

• since the new signature is a valid one we have:
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ê(V ∗, P ) = ê(U∗ +
n

∑

j=1

α∗
jQ

∗
j +

k
∑

j=1

m∗
jQ

∗
n+j + f∗

n+k
∑

j=1

Q∗
j , Ppub)

We already know thatPpub = aP . Thanks to bilinearity we obtain:

ê(V ∗, P ) = ê(a(U∗ +
n

∑

j=1

α∗
jQ

∗
j +

k
∑

j=1

m∗
jQ

∗
n+j + f∗

n+k
∑

j=1

Q∗
j), P )

We thus have:

V ∗ = a(U∗ +

n
∑

j=1

α∗
jQ

∗
j +

k
∑

j=1

m∗
jQ

∗
n+j + f∗

n+k
∑

j=1

Q∗
j )

= a(r∗
n+k
∑

j=1

x∗
jbP +

n
∑

j=1

α∗
jx

∗
jbP +

k
∑

j=1

m∗
jx

∗
n+jbP

+f∗

n+k
∑

j=1

x∗
jbP )

= abP (r∗
n+k
∑

j=1

x∗
j +

n
∑

j=1

α∗
jx

∗
j +

k
∑

j=1

m∗
jx

∗
n+j

+f∗

n+k
∑

j=1

x∗
j )

From this equation, we can recoverabP as follows:

abP = V ∗((r∗ + f∗)

n+k
∑

j=1

x∗
j +

n
∑

j=1

α∗
jx

∗
j +

k
∑

j=1

m∗
jx

∗
n+j)

−1

Consequently, the challengerC can resolve CDHP only ifA was successful in
his attack and ifc = 1 for the corresponding(ID∗,M∗). ThereforeC can resolve
CDHP with probability at least(1 − 1

qE
)ǫ. Finally, Theorem 1 is proved.

6 Related Work

The problem of the impact of pollution attacks on network coding applications
was first analyzed in [8] whereby authors propose the use of homomorphic func-
tions proposed in [9]. In the proposed solution, homomorphic hash functions are
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computationally expensive operations and therefore authors propose to reduce this
cost by providing a probabilistic verification. Moreover, as opposed toSigNCode,
the paper only deals with homomorphic hash functions and notsignatures. There-
fore, the system relies on the existence of a preliminary phase whereby the source
first hashes original blocks and signs each hash block with a common signature
algorithm such as RSA [10]. Furthermore,SigNCode does not require the com-
munication of initial integrity values before starting thenetwork coding operation
as opposed to [8]. Indeed, the verification of messages are performed on-the-fly
and rely on combination of signatures originating from the source sent together
with the network coded messages. An intermediate node receiving a messagem1

only requires the identityID of the source and the block identitiesBID1,j in order
to verify the signatureσ1 and thus can conclude that this message is a result of le-
gitimate linear combination of blocks originating from thesource. Therefore there
is a single communication channel and the source does not initially send integrity
values of each individual block.

In [11], similarly to our scheme, authors propose a new homomorphic signature
scheme that allows nodes to sign any linear combination of the incoming packets
without contacting the source. Their scheme slightly modifies the Aggregate Sig-
nature version of the Boneh-Lynn-Shacham signature scheme[12] by replacing
the hash value of a message by the message or a block of the message itself. Au-
thors do not provide a security analysis of the result of thismodification and claim
that the security of their proposed scheme relies on the security of this particular
signature. Therefore the security of such scheme is not convincing. Moreover, in
order to implement this particular signature scheme, the source needs to distribute
a large set of keys that are represented by distinct points ofp-torsion elliptic curves.
SinceSigNCode uses ID-based cryptographic scheme, intermediate nodes donot
need to previously receive any information from the source before the reception of
messages.

In [13], authors propose another approach to analyze the impact of bogus
injection that is also defined as Byzantine errors. Indeed, authors consider an
information-theoretically solution for such attacks. Their scheme provides a dis-
tributed solution that is proved to be rate-optimal and can be implemented in poly-
nomial time. Authors consider different type of adversaries and adapt their so-
lution for each type of adversaries. However, even if their solution is proved to
be rate-optimal, it significantly increases the communication overhead due to the
redundant messages or flows.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new approach to the data integrityproblem in net-
work coding using a new homomorphic signature scheme derived from an ID-
based signature. This scheme mainly addresses the new integrity problem akin to
network coding whereby some modification on original data, namely linear com-
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binations of authentic original blocks should be authorized whereas all other modi-
fication attempts including data tampering and injection ofbogus messages should
be detected. Classical integrity mechanisms definitely fall short of meeting such a
subtle notion of integrity. Recent research results have taken a similar direction to
our solution by looking for homomorphic integrity functions but they suffer from
several shortcomings such as the need for the source to distribute all nodes hash
values for each original data block prior to the network coding operation. Our
scheme is definitely more efficient in that each linear combination can be verified
solely based on the ID of the source, the value of the linear combination and the
signature thereof. The second contribution of our paper is the security definition
and the model for the reductionist proof that encompass the new notion of extended
integrity. Our protocol is proven in the suggested model with the assumption of the
Computational Diffie Hellman Problem.
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